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carried on tillage extensively in one of the richest
parts of Ireland. He says it pays. His neighbours,
less educated, say it is ruinous. Their sole concern is
to keep down the labour bill Unwillingness to risk
money in order to earn money is a noticeable part of
the Gaelic character.
Finally, 1 have knowledge of a townland in the
West, where all about is stony pasture covered with;
undergrowth and fern. This land would be pasture too,
but that on it the grass cannot maintain itself. The
townland is divided into a dozen holdings of about a
hundred acres, worked each of them by a family
employing one hired man, who lives as a member of.
the family. All these people are well-to-do, almost
rich by peasant standards. If their land were under
ranches, it would employ from two to three herdsmen
and would carry probably not so many cattle and sheep
as at present, while there would be no horses on it,
nor pigs, nor poultry.
There is no doubt which method of exploitation the
public interest prefers; but it is a question how to
force its adoption. Some have recommended a sharp
tax on all permanent pasture: others, either bounties
on corn or a protective system. Ireland can grow its
own wheat, but while it can buy meal made from
Canadian corn at the same price as Irish, it prefers
and will prefer it. The Irish farmer cannot hope to
live by providing bread unless he is given a great
advantage in the home market.
Bread is an immensely more important article in
Irish diet than half a century ago : before the famine
it was scarcely used by the peasants. They lived
then on potatoes—a very bad staple food, but very
cheap, To-day the poorest use chiefly bread and tea,
Meat in the shape of coarse, cheap bacon will now be
found in all but the poorest cottages; fresh meat,
even with the comparatively well-to-do, probably
only for Christmas. But flour is the main essential:
and except in a few districts it is not home-grown
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